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Introduction

The incorporation of visual information has been shown
as effective approach to robust automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) [1]. In the past a number of techniques have
been presented addressing the audio-visual information
fusion in broadly two manners: feature fusion and deci-
sion fusion approaches [2].
Among the decision fusion frameworks, the coupled hid-
den Markov model (CHMM) permits asynchrony be-
tween the respective audio and visual states within the
word boundaries, while retaining the natural dependency
of the audio and video input feature vectors [3]. In partic-
ular, the information fusion problem is commonly solved
by applying a weighted product rule, where the joint
probability distribution of the observation likelihoods is
composed by the product of the individual observation
likelihoods with respective exponents [4]. Within this
fusion process, the relative influence of the information
sources or so-called streams is controlled by these expo-
nents, also called weighting parameters or stream weights.
For audio-visual ASR, the audio stream weight is typi-
cally chosen dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[5].
This paper is organized as follows: After shortly review-
ing the CHMM, we examine numerical issues of the re-
spective observation likelihoods and compensate numeri-
cal mismatches of the streams by employing a histogram
equalization (EQ) technique. Applied to an audio-visual
speech recognition task, we show the sensitivity of the
recognition results at different SNRs. The paper ends
with some concluding remarks.

Coupled HMM (CHMM)

Let xT
1 = x1, . . . ,xT be a sequence of do-dimensional

feature vectors with values xt = ot ∈ Rdo for each frame
t = 1, . . . , T . This feature vector sequence is supplied
to a speech recognizer utilizing an HMM λ = {π;A;B},
whose parameters are given by π = [π1, . . . , πN ]T, the
vector of prior probabilities πi = P(s1 = i) of all states
i ∈ S = {1, . . . , N}, A = {aj,i}j,i∈S , the matrix of
state transition probabilities aj,i = P(st = i | st−1 = j),
and B = {bi(xt)}i∈S , the set of do-variate emission prob-
ability density functions (pdfs) bi(xt) = p(xt | st = i).
Note that we use P(·) for probabilities and p(·) for pdfs
(or their values). Moreover, we consider a further obser-
vation stream yT

1 = y1, . . . ,yT originating from a differ-
ent sensor or modality; its feature vectors take on values
yt = ut ∈ Rdu from a different feature space Rdu with
vector dimension du. Besides, we assume two state-level
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) recognizers processing one
of the given observation feature streams, respectively.

Each recognizer applies an individual hidden Markov
model (HMM) trained to match the handled observa-
tions, one in state space S, the other one in state space
R.
CHMMs are capable of modeling the inherent asynchrony
between the audio and video channels. In particular, the
hidden states of either HMM are allowed to interact, but
retain their own observations at the same time [3, 5].
Thus, the coupled stationary state transition probability

A(s),(r) = {aj,i · a`,k}j,i∈S, `,k∈R, (1)

as well as the coupled emission

b
(s),(r)
i,k (ot,ut) = bi(ot)

ϕo · bk(ut)
ϕu

= p(ot | st = i)ϕo · p(ut | rt =k)ϕu , (2)

∀ (i, k) ∈ S ×R,
can both be combined from the two marginal unimodal
HMMs trained on an audio-visual training corpus, re-
spectively. Note that in the CHMM system we utilize
exponential stream weights ϕo and ϕu on the audio and
video emissions, respectively. These weights are sepa-
rately optimized during training — ϕo as SNR-dependent
—, letting 0 ≤ ϕo, ϕu ≤ 1 and ϕo + ϕu = 1.

Histogram Equalization (EQ)
As a basis for computing the joint probability distribu-
tion of the observation likelihoods, we extracted shaped-
based features of order 11 for each speaker at the visual
frontend [6], respectively. As acoustic features we em-
ployed 13 MFCC coefficients, 1st- and 2nd-order deriva-
tives and an additional log-energy parameter.
The two emissions bi(ot) and bk(ut) in (2) complement
each other and ideally, the correct information defeats
the incorrect one. However, the numerical prerequisites
for this to happen are rarely fulfilled in audio-visual ASR:
First of all, we found that the emissions of both streams
differ widely with respect to number range and statisti-
cal properties. In particular, even on a logarithmic scale
the mean of the video observation likelihoods is much
smaller than the mean of the audio observation likeli-
hoods (−256.1 vs. −41.9), whereas on the other hand the
standard deviation of the video observation likelihoods is
considerably larger than the standard deviation of the
other (223.4 vs. 28.9). Due to the lower mean, the video
stream is principally underestimated within the weighted
product rule (2).
A simple yet effective relief to this underestimation is
given by means of an EQ: During training, the means
µo, µu and standard deviations σo, σu of the respective
emissions bi(ot), bk(ut) are estimated. Prior to recogni-
tion, the emissions of the second stream are equalized to
match the histogram of the first:
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Figure 1: Word accuracy (%ACC) vs. variation of the ex-
ponential stream weight ϕo at an SNR of 0 dB.

CHMM
Word Accuracy [%]

0 dB 5 dB 10 dB 15 dB

w/o EQ 54.5 65.9 76.0 84.3

w/EQ 56.0 66.5 76.6 84.2

(a) Optimal CHMM recognition results in word accu-
racy (%ACC) for various SNRs.

CHMM
ϕo,opt

0 dB 5 dB 10 dB 15 dB

w/o EQ 0.25 0.35 0.75 0.80

w/EQ 0.65 0.85 0.90 0.95

(b) Optimal stream weights ϕo,opt for various SNRs.

Table 1: Table of the optimal CHMM recognition results
and exponential stream weights ϕo for various SNRs.

b
(r)

k (ut) =
(
b
(r)
k (ut)− µu

)
· σo
σu

+ µo. (3)

Evaluation

To examine the presented EQ technique, we selected 20
(10 male and 10 female) speakers of the GRID audio-
visual speech corpus [7] containing audio and video
recordings of 1000 utterances per speaker. Moreover,
based on ITU-T P.56 the audio recordings were addi-
tionally interfered with white noise at various signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs). We trained separate HMM sets for
each MAP recognizer (either video, or undisturbed au-
dio) on 800 training sentences from the same speakers.
The remaining 200 (disjoint) utterances were employed
in the test set. Each HMM set was composed of 51 word
HMMs corresponding to the GRID corpus overall vo-
cabulary. The word HMMs had a linear topology and
four states per phoneme, respectively, whose state emis-
sion pdfs were modeled with Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) of order 4 and diagonal covariance matrices.
Figure 1 shows the recognition results in word accu-
racy (% ACC) vs. variation of the exponential stream
weight ϕo at an SNR of 0 dB. The dotted lines with
triangular markers represent single-channel baselines (M:
audio, O: video). The lines with (◦) and (∗) markers il-
lustrate an audio-visual CHMM approach, with or with-
out applying an EQ, respectively. The following single-
modality accuracies were achieved: 53.5 % on the video-
only test corpus, while the audio-only results vary from
37.2 % at 0 dB to 91.3 % at 30 dB. Table 1a indicates that
the use of an EQ technique is particularly suitable at low

SNRs (up to 15 dB), where the video-only results sur-
pass the audio-only results. At an SNR of 0 dB, the use
of an EQ increases the influence of the video emissions
within the joint probability distribution (2) outperform-
ing the conventional CHMM approach w/o EQ by about
1.5 % absolute. Moreover, the relatively flat curve of the
CHMM approach w/ EQ indicates an increased robust-
ness against a variation of the exponential stream weight
ϕo. With higher SNR and thus better audio-only results,
however, the inherent underestimation of the video emis-
sions without any EQ may be even desired indicated by
the better overall CHMM results and the high values of
ϕo,opt in Table 1b.

Conclusions
In this contribution we examined numerical issues of au-
dio and video observation likelihoods and compensate
numerical mismatches of the streams by employing a
histogram equalization technique. Applied to a large
audio-visual speech recognition task, the presented EQ
yields lower sensitivity to the optimal choice of the stream
weight and higher word accuracy at low SNRs.
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